Nemato Change a Life
success in life – for youth, by youth
October – December 2020

Nelson Mandela Township Youth Empowerment
Nemato Change a Life – Highlights
thank for all the support!

coronavirus

Daily life got disrupted and became uncertain for most people
all around the globe in 2020. Our worry was: will our funders
and supporters be able to continue helping us?
Well, the support in 2020 has been phenomenal! Not only
have we helped many families in our impoverished
community with emergency food parcels, but we have also
been able to continue offering our programme in different
forms at different levels of lockdown, and work towards a
more sustainable future. Many thanks and have a good 2021!

Unfortunately, we are based in a virus hotspot area. We
hope to stay open, with strict mask and distancing rules in
place.
We are trying to influence our members to change
behaviour from being part of the problem to being part of
the solution. We compared pictures from China and the USA
with statistics of infections and deaths. It made a strong case
that protection is not about being scared, it’s about helping to
solve this very serious problem.

Khanyile won international competition

fly and fish farming

Khanyile won the Junior Double Mini Trampoline at the
Veriflite Online Competition, with competitors from Australia,
New Zealand, USA, Germany, England and South Africa. An
outstanding achievement!

We want to do fish farming to save the oceans, feed the people
and create jobs, but fish feed is too expensive. So why don't we
make feed ourselves? Flies eat waste food → fish eat flies →
we eat fish. In our three-day holiday camp we learned about
fly and fish farming.
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Success in Life -– for youth, by youth
Nemato Change a Life offers a holistic set of youth empowerment programmes for disadvantaged youth from the
townships in Port Alfred: Nelson Mandela Township (Nemato), Thorn Hill and Station Hill. We give our youth the
mindset, knowledge, skills and support to escape from poverty, for success in life.
fly and fish farming

fixing skills

Our youth empowerment programme is giving members a
broad base of useful skills. Surely our active members are well
ahead of the average youth in our community, but with the
local economy in shambles, it doesn’t solve the unemployment
crisis.
To help address this challenge, we have been looking at fish
farming for a while, but the high cost of fish feed is a problem.
Fly farming could be the solution.
Lunga, our Project Manager, went to Nambu in Makhanda to
learn how to do fly farming. In the holiday he took a group of
members for a three-day camp to learn the basics of fly and
fish farming and aquaponics.
We are lucky that there is a lot of expertise in our area in both
fly and fish farming and people are keen to help us to get
started.
We are building a small greenhouse for a pilot project in fly
and fish farming. When it works well, we’ll try to grow it to
commercial scale as a social enterprise, for jobs and to
generate sustainable income for Nemato Change a Life in the
long term.

In our busy centre there is always a lot of repair work: a table
loses a leg, a loose wire trips the power, a key breaks inside a
lock, a computer doesn’t want to start. Most of it we fix
ourselves, to learn skills. It can make progress slow, and some
work we have to repeat a couple of times to get it right. But it’s
worth it. Where else can our youth learn all these skills?
A major problem at our place is dust. When it’s windy, as it
often is here at the coast, clouds of dust fly around and cover
everything in minutes, if not seconds. We have upgraded our
computers with fans and dust filters to prevent dust damage.
We are now building a box around our solar inverters and
batteries with filtered air cooling.
Change a Life Cycle

An amazing group of business people cycled the Change a
Life FNB Unlock & Loaded Cycle Tour 2020, to fundraise for
the Martin Dreyer Change a Life Academy and for Nemato
Change a Life.
Many thanks to the cyclists and to Ursula and the Mike
Thomson Change a Life Trust, for organising this event!
Without them, we would not exist!!!
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township tourism

We are trying to help members to make jobs instead of take
jobs. We had an inspiring lecture by Alroy Taai about the
many possibilities for township tourism development. It would
be great if in future our members will be able to give visitors
to Port Alfred a taste of Africa in Nelson Mandela Township
(Nemato) and show the activities and sports of our centre.

telescope

We took our telescope go the Fairewood Outdoor Education
Centre near Makhanda, to watch the Moon, Jupiter, Saturn
and the Orion Nebula. In the picture it was almost dark: half a
minute exposure time turns us into ghosts.
Add Hope

maths class

In school mathematics a lot of focus is on learning the
tricks to solve equations, but why don’t we ask Google to
do that for us? In our maths class we work on building the
equations, to solve real live questions, on understanding
concepts and on the beauty of mathematics.
A highlight was a series of lessons on iteration, showing
the power of spreadsheets, for example in exponential
growth. That took us to the Mandelbrot set: a very simple
equation leading to infinitely detailed art of astonishing
beauty. We ended up doing photography, adding more
dimensions to the Mandelbrot set.

Ever wondered what happens to your R2 donation at KFC?
Add Hope will continue to fund our daily meals for our
members. Many thanks to all who donated!!!
Christmas at Nemato

We are open every day of the year, even on Christmas. We
cooked our Christmas lunch the traditional way on a wood
fire.
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new chairperson and treasurer

Tom Fraser

In our Annual General Meeting, delayed for months by the
lockdown, two new beneficiaries were elected as officials:
Sipiwo as chairperson and Yamkela as treasurer.

Through helping out with the lockdown support group, our
programme manager Ashley was accepted for a leadership
course, offered in online sessions by Tom Fraser of the TWF
Consulting Group in Johannesburg. The course includes
coaching, mentoring and teaching of life skills, for Ashley to
become the greatest person he can possibly be.
Tom visited our centre, donated roof sheets for connection
between our two buildings and he promised to keep supporting
Nemato Change a Life.

photography class

ECD course

Photographer West le Pix from Joburg was in town to work
with our photographer Lifa (Picfafa). He also did a
photography session at Nemato Change a Life.
solar upgrade

The Rotary in neighbouring Kenton sponsors a Level 4 Early
Childhood Development course by Early Inspiration. It’s for
teachers from disadvantaged township pre-schools.
They had a few spaces open in the course. By supplying
transport, we could offer a group of local pre-school teachers
this great opportunity.
Unfortunately, the course is currently back to online learning
only, due to the second wave lockdown.

With the help of generous donors we have upgraded our solar
power system. The long term aim is to scale it up to get ready
for driving on solar, to become financially and ecologically
more sustainable.
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sports
Our sports clubs offer four small Olympic sports: rowing, gymnastics, handball and fencing.
ergos

Titi Jonas sessions

Our ergos (rowing machines) needed repair. We managed to
fix four of them, enough to reintroduce ergo sessions in our
training programme.

For a short while we were back at the hall of the Titi Jonas
Community Centre to train on our new double mini
trampoline. Unfortunately, the hall is back in lockdown for the
second virus wave.
We have applied for the lease of the hall to be able to offer
daily sports sessions for more youth and to have an appropriate
place of our Olympic trampoline.

gymnastics camp

handball target sheet

Our international gymnasts Liyema, Onke, Siyabulela and
Khanyile attended a training camp in PE.
Khanyile (top left) was the star of the camp. He worked harder
than anybody else and made most progress. He also won the
Junior Double Mini Trampoline at the Veriflite Online
Competition, with competitors from Australia, New Zealand,
USA, Germany, England and South Africa.
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Watch out for our handball players; they are getting super
sharp with our new training tool to practice targeting the
corners. Hopefully we’ll also get new stronger goal nets soon.
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success in life story
Siyanda Qutywa

Siyanda Qutywa joined Nemato Change a Life in 2018,
playing handball. He is humble boy who loves to work hard.
Like many other boys in the township, he had anger issues. His
active involvement in our activities and attending his sessions,
changed Siyanda to a better human being. Activities like
Alternatives to Violence Project (AVP) helped him choose
differently and deal with anger. What he like most about the
organisation is that it offers a wide variety of programmes and
sports to choose from, making it easy to learn new things.
He aspires to be a South African handball player travelling
and representing South Africa around the world. His highlight
is a trip to Johannesburg in 2019 where we visited places like
Hector Peterson Museum and Mandela’s house in Soweto.
He is doing grade 11 this year and he wants to study IT
management.

His advice to the youth is "success is not easy and certainly
not for the lazy. Get up and make the moves for your life"
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Registrations
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Address

53 Tyali Street, Nelson Mandela Township (Nemato), Port Alfred, 6170, South Africa

Bank Account

FNB Port Alfred, branch (sort) code 210917, swift code FIRNZAJJ, 1 Main Street, Port Alfred
Nemato Change a Life, account number 62256659461, cheque account

Website/Facebook
Leadership
Sipiwo Makeleni
Yamkela Plaatjie
Ashley Backward
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nemato.org.za
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Treasurer
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Board of Governors
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065 727 0198
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ashbackward55@gmail.com
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like us on facebook

Our main supporters
supporters
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